Growth spurts in brain maturation during middle childhood as indexed by EEG power spectra.
Developmental changes in background EEG power spectra were examined in 5-12-year-old children. The results confirmed older and more recent studies that reported continuous maturation and more sudden growth spurts in power spectral amplitude. EEG power in the Delta and Theta frequency bands decreased gradually with age, while power in the Alpha and Beta bands changed very little. Changes in spectral power were relatively increased between 6 and 7 years and between 9, 10 and 11 years. Some methodological problems concerning the assessment of cross-sectional age changes in EEG power spectra were addressed. Peak frequency increased with age; between 5 and 12 years the peak in the power spectrum shifted from fast Theta via slow Alpha to fast Alpha. Transformation of absolute power into relative power produced a high degree of interdependency between the broad bands. This interdependency affected the change with age of relative Alpha. Absolute power Alpha only changed in the eldest children, but because of a substantial decrease in Delta and Theta with increasing age, the proportion of Alpha relative to the other three bands increased. Hence, relative Alpha provided a good indication of the general maturational trend.